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Thank you, Chairman Moran and Ranking Member Blumenthal for the honor of testifying today on this critical topic. I am the Policy Director for the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a nearly fifty-year-old organization that advocates for healthy changes to our food system and for the interests of consumers.

Americans are facing an unprecedented challenge in keeping themselves and their families safe during a pandemic. Public health officials emphasize that we all need to socially distance, wear a mask, and wash our hands. But understandably, many people are looking for more than those measures to protect themselves, and those who lack scruples are actively exploiting consumer fear and anxiety.

In truth, our underregulated marketplace for dietary supplements is a risky place under any conditions. For the past three years, we have been collecting evidence of scams concerning supplements and sending it to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC). These have included the many misleading claims we found on products marketed to vulnerable consumers suffering from opioid1 and tobacco addiction.2

Last November, we reported to the agencies about 39 supplements selling false hope to women experiencing infertility by making unsupported disease claims, a practice precluded by law.3 Only products approved as drugs may make claims to treat or prevent a disease or health condition, such as infertility or the coronavirus.

It is far too tempting to think that a powder or supplement can help us against a global pandemic. When the coronavirus appeared, we knew the hucksters would not be far behind. We have been tracking and reporting such efforts to appropriate federal authorities since February.

First, we wrote the FDA and FTC about televangelist Jim Bakker, whose show featured experts advancing the claim that products it sold containing colloidal silver could cure the coronavirus “within 12 hours.”4 Commentators on the same show previously claimed that the same product cures “all venereal diseases,” as well as HIV.5

Yet there’s no evidence that silver supplements prevent or treat any condition, according to the National Institutes of Health.6 Although experts featured on Bakker show claimed it should be consumed daily in “slurps” and was “safe for babies,”7 colloidal silver in large enough amounts can be dangerous to kidneys and other organs.8 It can also cause permanent bluish-gray discoloration of a person’s skin and organs.9
The FDA and FTC issued warning letters to The Jim Bakker Show,\(^{10}\) as did the New York\(^{11}\) and Missouri Attorneys General,\(^{12}\) and the religious group Faithful America is asking for networks to drop the show because of these statements.\(^{13}\) In June, the Arkansas Attorney General brought a civil claim against the show, seeking compensation for consumers.\(^{14}\)

Also in June, we sent another request to the FDA and FTC, asking for enforcement on supplements being marketed as “antiviral” products.\(^{15}\) Any claim that a supplement has antiviral properties is considered an illegal disease claim by the FDA because viruses are, obviously, a form of disease.\(^{16}\)

Our market scan of products on Amazon in late May found at least 46 dietary supplements making illegal antiviral claims, so we sent our findings to the agencies and wrote Amazon directly to ask the company to remove these products.\(^{17}\) Unfortunately, a subsequent search of Amazon performed on June 29\(^{th}\) found that 26 of those supplements are still making antiviral claims on their own websites, Amazon, or other online stores.

While Amazon has already rid its site of many products bearing explicitly illegal COVID claims,\(^{18}\) others have done little. Because consumers rely on them so much today, platforms such as Amazon, Ebay, Facebook and Etsy must do a far better job of removing misleading claims and products being sold and marketed through their sites, and we urge Congress and the agencies to hold them accountable for doing so.

We continue to be on the look-out for scams related to COVID claims. Just this morning, we sent public letters to the FDA and FTC asking for the agencies to act to address dozens of misleading claims made about at least 23 supplements and medical devices by Dr. Joseph Mercola, a well-known purveyor of dietary supplements over the Internet.

According to Dr. Mercola and his companies’ website, Mercola.com, it is the world’s “#1 most visited natural health website” and is viewed by “millions of people daily.”\(^{19}\) Working with Justice Catalyst Law,\(^{20}\) and People’s Parity Project,\(^{21}\) we documented how he markets these supplements and devices by falsely claiming that they will protect people from, or treat symptoms of, COVID-19.\(^{22}\)

In a pandemic, such untruths pose a clear and urgent danger. Consumers may develop a false sense of security and fail to practice social distancing or use masks, endangering themselves and everyone around them. They may also harm themselves by taking dangerous doses of supplements, or fail to seek effective medical treatment, believing instead in the promises of charlatans.

But it is even worse than that. On a recent episode of Mercola’s podcast, he actually advises consumers to take the immunity-boosting supplements he sells and then attempt to contract the COVID-19 virus deliberately, because his supplements will allegedly reduce their symptoms.\(^{23}\) Even with all my experience investigating supplement scams, this reckless self-promotion and endangerment of the public took my breath away.

Such potentially deadly advice to consumers, and the profiteering from our legitimate fears, must be stopped. While the agencies are working hard to stem the tide of misleading products, the funding and enforcement tools they currently have are woefully inadequate to this task.
Dietary supplements are among the most poorly regulated consumer products. Congress, through the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 1994 (DSHEA), established a bare-bones system of oversight by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that was designed to be weak. Today, particularly given the tremendous expansion of products and use by consumers over the intervening 26 years, that system is indisputably failing.

Both the FDA and FTC need more funding, personnel and resources for enforcement. The FDA, in particular, needs far better tools, including a mandatory product registration requirement to make the marketplace transparent for regulators. A modest and graduated registration fee could also be collected to build resources at the agency.

In addition, Congress should authorize state attorneys general to enforce relevant federal laws related to dietary supplements, to improve their accountability and reach. Currently, state AGs can only enforce general consumer protection laws under their own state regime, not federal rules on supplements. Yet the sheer number of products make it practically impossible for one central agency to monitor and enforce compliance with legal requirements.

The FDA should also be given heightened regulatory powers for specific categories of supplements known to pose a “high risk” to consumers because they are marketed to vulnerable groups or are commonly tainted with drugs or synthetic ingredients. Many such products—including sexual-enhancement, weight-loss, and workout supplements—are already identified as high risk because agency testing reveals they often contain drugs such as amphetamines.24

These and other categories of high-risk supplements should be subjected to pre-market product testing and audits in a new, focused safety program authorized and funded by Congress. Ironically, under current law, because these are tainted with drugs, they are not subject to mandatory recall—a loophole that should be closed.25

There are other needs as well:

• Companies should be required to report all adverse events that result from their products, not merely the ones they deem “serious.”
• Supplements that interact with common categories of prescription drugs should bear a warning for consumers about the risk of an interaction.
• A loophole that allows new supplements to side-step safety review should be closed.26 A leading trade association representative admitted at a 2018 FDA public meeting that the industry uses this loophole “six to seven times” more than the official safety approval process they are supposed to use under the law, thereby avoiding any review for safety at all.27
• Last, rules that have languished unfinished since 1994, including defining what a “new dietary ingredient” is, should be completed by the FDA, and Congress should set deadlines for that completion.28

We would appreciate the opportunity to work with lawmakers on a vision for reform of supplement oversight to ensure that consumers are protected from fraud. It should not take a pandemic to motivate solutions to require that supplements—like any consumer product—are truthfully labeled and marketed, and that consumers are not misled in ways that risk their own and public health.
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